No Pose, No Pre-Fight Violence For Rios and Abril in Vegas
Written by The Sweet Science
Wednesday, 11 April 2012 15:13

There was none of this on Wednesday, as Todd DuBoef kept Brandon Rios (left) and Richard
Abril separate during the final press conference ahead of their Saturday clash. (Chris Farina)

"No pose!" Top Rank president Todd DuBoef commanded at the end of the the final press
conference for the Brandon Rios-Richard Abril scrap which unfolds at the Mandalay Bay on
Saturday night.
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DuBoef, at the Mandalay, didn't want to risk a premature explosion, in which the hot-blooded
Rios and his Cuban-born foe risked getting banged up or nicked before fight night.

They'd already butted heads on March 5 in Miami, when Abril crashed a presser hyping the
since original pairing of Rios-Gamboa, and Rios shoved Abril Monday at the LA pose-off, so
that they have no love for each other is already well established.

DuBoef spoke first and said he was psyched that the scrap will take place in the arena which is
set up for a 6,000 seat maximum.

Rios said he'd keep it civil, and not talk smack. Then he talked smack..He said Abril will run on
fight night, and that he doubts Abril will trade. "I know he's going to run," he said, and he will be
ready for that. He said his Dec. 3 NY weight miss was a fluke, and that he is on weight. "You
can see my face, I'm happy again, I got color, I'm Brandon Rios again," he said. He said he's a
lion inside and outside the ring. He asked all to buy the card, or show up, because the card is
loaded with warriors. He asked watchers to party for him after he wins the title, which is the
interim WBA lightweight crown.

DuBoef spoke about the strange leadup to fight night. He talked about Rios losing his crown on
the scale Dec. 3, and Yuriorkis Gamboa jumping ship from the Rios beef. He said just because
Abril isn't well known that doesn't mean he isn't a worthy challenger.

Abril, in Spanish, said before Rios spoke he felt good and trained hard. He told Rios that he isn't
afraid of him, and that he looked for the fight. Rios talks smack because he is just 50% Mexican,
and 50% American, Abril said. A fighter has to be nice outside the ring and a bull inside, he
opined. Anyone who talks stupid, he said, he will shut up.

Robert Garcia at the mike said Rios is in great shape, and is always at the gym.

DuBoef said that Rios made him think of Karen Carpenter right before his Dec. 3 fight with John
Murray.
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DuBoef introduced HBO's West Coast guy, Tony Walker. He said "we definitely have a winner"
with the Rios-Abril scrap, and the Juan Manuel Marquez-Sergey Fedchenko tussle, which
unfolds in Mexico. He noted that the show is available on pay-per-view, for $44.95.

DuBoef said he likes the Mauricio Herrera-Mike Alvarado junior welter scrap. Herrera (18-1)
said Alvarado (32-0) is tough and he expects a good fight. "We're gonna do it," he said.
Alvarado, DuBoef said, has always been a man, always fought ballsy and fan-friendly. Alvarado,
out of Colorado, said he trained hard, in one of the best camps he ever had. "I'm a warrior, I do
what I do to win the fight," he said.

DuBoef said from 5:30-6 PM West Coast time, they will do a live preview show, from the arena,
which is a departure from the norm.

Filipino-born Mercito Gesta lightweight, now 24-0, will face Oscar Cuero (15-7) on the
undercard in Vegas. He said he will hopefully give his best on Saturday.

Readers, think Fedchenko or Abril could spring an upset?

Comment on this article
Radam G says:
If you put that "b" in Abril's name upside down, you will have a "p" and then "April." Richard Abril
could be a belated April's fool joke. Because he's no "boxing fool."
"Boxing fool" is a term from old-school boksing slanguage that mean outstanding boxer. Ya
KNOOOOOOOOW! A bad mofu! But I doubt that the know nothings and their sidekicks phonies
knew that.
Anyway, Richard Abril and even GBP have already come to the verdict that Abril has the
chances of beating Bam Bam that a snowball has in the hottest spot of Hell. I predict that Abril
melts like ice thrown in a furnace and that Bam Bam makes him squeal like a pig getting ready
to be somebody's killing gig. Too bad if my rhyming that one or two of you muthasuckas don't
dig! Yall know me. I'm down with O-P-P! Holla!
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Shoulder Roll Defense says:
Gesta is supposed to be the next big Filipino sensation and it will be interesting to see how his
management team moves him. Hopefully he takes a step up in competition after this fight
because Oscar Cuero is a joke!
Radam G says:
SRD! You are 100 percent WRONG! Gesta is not "supposed [sic] to be the next Filipino
sensation." He aight, but green and needs a bit more work. I -- as many Pinoy know somethings
-- are pulling for him, but we are not that high on him yet. Don't believe the bullsh*tology of
cyberspace scribbling. Holla!
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